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COURSE OUTLINE 
 

NT 504 Survey: The Gospels/Life of Christ 
This outline is taken from the NT 504 Survey: The Gospels/Life of Christ syllabus 

 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Course Number: NT 504 

Course Title: NT Survey: The Gospels/Life of Christ 

Prerequisite: None. 

Credit Hours: 3 

Syllabus Contents 

1. I. Course Description 
2. II. Objectives 
3. III. Approach 
4. IV. Texts 
5. V. Requirements 
6. VII. Course Outline 

I. Course Description 

COURSE DESCRIPTION   
The most compelling and important story in history is the story of Christ.  In this 
course, learners complete a chronological and synthetic study of the Gospels' 
accounts of Christ's birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension.  The course 
focuses on the time, place, circumstances, and people involved in the events of 
our Lord's ministry.  From the Incarnation to the Ascension, students will grasp a 
fuller understanding of Christ's words and works, especially in light of Old 
Testament prophecy and cultural context.  The goal of the course is that Christ 
will impact learners' lives as He did those first generation followers, leading them 
to worship and serve Him as they minister to others. 

II. Objectives 

OBJECTIVES: On completion of the course, you should be able to: 
A. Trace the events and statements involved in Jesus' life in a logical and 

chronological sequence, demonstrating their development and purpose.  
B. Discern the significance of the words and works of Jesus Christ (to the 

extent considered in the course lectures).  
C. Explain the present implications of selected basic truths taught and 
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demonstrated by Jesus Christ during his ministry on earth.  
D. Identify at least two attitudinal and/or behavioral changes made or 

mandated in your life as a result of increased understanding of the life and 
work of Christ.  

III. Approach 

APPROACH: The Reporter/Analyst Approach is emphasized in the course. For 
each event in the life of Christ, seek to answer the following questions: 

 WHO is involved in the event? Who is spoken to or about? Who is the 
audience? In what way is this person/audience significant?  

 WHAT is said? What is taking place? What is the key concept taught 
and/or the basic action accomplished? In what way is this event 
significant?  

 WHERE does the action occur? In the open?  A town? A building? In 
what part of the country? What are the surroundings? In what way is the 
location significant?  

 WHEN does the action occur?  At what time of the year?  At what time in 
the religious calendar and in the sequence in Christ's ministry? In what 
way does the time affect the importance of the statement and/or action?  

 WHY is the teaching or action significant in the ministry of Christ? Seek 
to determine the implications of the circumstances of the event (who-
what-where-why?) What implications are involved for Jesus' 
contemporaries and for us? 

IV. Texts 

TEXTS   
Required 

 Harrison, Everett. F. A Short Life of Christ. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1968.  

 Thomas, Robert L. and Gundry, Stanley N. A Harmony of the Gospels. 
(New American Standard Version). San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 
1986. 

Recommended 
 Beitzel, Barry J. The Moody Atlas of Bible Lands. Chicago: Moody Press, 

1985.  
 Hoehner, Harold W. Chronological Aspects of the Life of Christ. Grand 

Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1977. 

V. Requirements 

REQUIREMENTS 
A. Basic Procedure  

1. Begin each lesson with prayer, committing yourself to being open 
to the work of the Holy Spirit in your life during the course. Any 
study of the Bible is meant to change our lives! Ask the Lord for 
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insight into how the message of the Gospels should impact your 
life, your relationships, and your ministry.  

2. Follow the instructions for completing each lesson, which are 
located before each lesson's outline. Complete all Preparation 
activities before beginning the lecture. These activities provide an 
excellent context for your listening, allowing you to integrate the 
information provided through the lectures and reading 
assignments.  

3. Listen to each lecture carefully, perhaps more than once. Have 
your Harmony and any pertinent parts of the Supplemental 
Reading easily accessible throughout the lecture.   

4. Answer the Study Questions immediately after completing the 
lecture. The questions will serve as a review of the major points in 
each lecture and will direct you toward personal application of 
these points.  

B. Specific Assignments: Reading  
1. Scripture: Read the Harmony sections listed for each lesson before 

you listen to the lecture. You may scan sections, which repeat 
content you have read thoroughly in one Gospel record, but be 
alert for differences in the accounts.  

2. Harrison: Read the pages listed for each lesson before you listen to 
the lecture. Although only a total of 100 pages are required from 
this book, you will benefit from reading the entire book.  

3. Supplemental Reading: Read and study the information in 
Supplemental Sections B through F as they are required. These are 
available under the "Resources" tab in Adobe Acrobat PDF 
downloads.  

C. Specific Assignments: Written  
1. Study Questions: Located at the end of each lesson outline, these 

questions cover highlights of the information presented in the lecture, the 
Supplemental Reading sections, and in Harrison. Use them as an 
opportunity to review the notes you took for a particular lecture and the 
accompanying Supplemental Reading sections. This procedure will 
increase your retention of course content and help you on the exams. 
Generally, one page per lesson should be sufficient. No one lesson's 
answers should exceed two pages.  

2. Background Reports: Complete eight research projects on people, groups, 
and institutions related to Christ to increase your understanding of the 
political, social, cultural, and religious milieu of the time. For specific 
instructions on each report, see the "Assignments" section. Observe the 
following guidelines carefully for each report:  

INSTRUCTIONS: BACKGROUND REPORTS 
Length = 300-600 words for each group, sect, etc. 
Typewritten, single-spacedFormat = Expanded outline (sentences, not 
paragraphs), listing basic facts under the headings given for each 
group/sect/location, e.g., “Identity,” “Historical Development,” etc.Style 
= Be concise, yet include as much information as possible (including 
Scripture references) for your future use.Bibliography = List your sources 
(including author, title, and page numbers) at the end of each report.  
Resources (full citations are in the Bibliography) 
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Green, McKnight, Marshall (eds.): Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels 
Tenney (ed.): Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible  
Jeremias: Jerusalem in the Times of Jesus  
Schurer: The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ  
Edersheim: The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah 
Scott: Customs and Controversies: Intertestamental Jewish Backgrounds 
of the New Testament 
Tenney: New Testament Times and New Testament Survey 
Research procedure 

1. Locate these standard works for your research. They should be 
available in any theological library; some may also be available in 
public libraries. Consult several sources for each report if possible.  

2. Gather information that addresses the questions posed for each 
group (see "Assignments" section) and write the report according 
to the directions above.  

3. 5W Eyewitness Report: Describe an event in the life of Christ as a news 
report. For specific instructions, see the "Assignments" section.  

4. Personal Application Paper: Describe two specific ways in which your 
attitude and/or behavior has been changed by something you have learned 
in this course. For specific instructions, see the "Assignments" section. 

VII. Course Outline 

SUMMARY OUTLINE OF JESUS' LIFE AND WORK 
A. Birth and Early Life  
B. Introduction  

1. Baptism  
2. Temptation  
3. Miracle at Cana  
4. First Passover in Jerusalem  
5. Samaritan woman  
6. Officer's son healed at Capernaum 

C. Galilean Ministry  
1. Early: Evidence his Messiahship 

a. Rejection at Nazareth/move to Capernaum  
b. Call of the Twelve  
c. Sabbath controveries  
d. Apostles appointed  
e. Miracles and teaching  
f. Rejection by Jewish leadership 

2. Later: Training of the Twelve  
c. Feeding five thousand  

d. Woman's daughter in Sidon  
e. Decapolis ministry  
f. Events at Caesarea Philippi  
g. Transfiguration 

D. Later Judean/Perean Ministry  
0. Feast of Tabernacles  

1. Conflict with Pharisees  
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2. Teaching in Judea  
3. Feast of Dedication  
4. Teaching in Perea  
5. Raising of Lazarus 

E. Final Week in Jerusalem  
0. Entry  

1. Last confrontation with leaders  
2. Discourses (Olivet and Upper Room)  
3. Trials  
4. Crucifixion and burial 

F. Resurrection  
0. Appearances  

1. Teaching 
G. Ascension  

 


